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Two Sides

For this project we had to draw at least 3 objects found around our house, specifically clothing, shoes, accessories, etc,

that has a meaning to us. This project was to be done with graphite pencils. At the beginning of this project I had a difficult time

figuring out what I wanted to do. I had a few ideas in mind such as drawing just an outfit I liked or just picking out pieces I wanted to

draw. After a while of thinking and looking through what I had I had decided on picking a traditional vietnamese garment I had, my

pair of Dr. Martens, and two pieces of jewelry to match. The reason I had picked those items is because I wanted to embrace the

vietnamese culture I had tried too hard to hide when I was a kid and incorporate it in my work. Once I had gotten the pieces I

needed I had done a few concept sketches in my sketchbook to figure out the composition of the entire piece. Once I had everything

figured out I transferred the drawing to the larger paper. Since the shading had to be done using cross hatching the values took a bit

to build up, but overall I enjoyed the process and finished piece.

In this piece I did fairly well on getting the values to represent colors and that you can tell there is a difference between all

the pieces with the textures created. I also believe that my work creates movement and has good form. However, something that I

could have worked on more was the patterns on the garment. Another thing is as much as I am pleased with the values I had

created I think I could have pushed it a little more to create more contrast, especially in the garment.

This work has a personal connection towards me because the idea of this piece was me embracing the culture I had kept

hidden ever since I was a child. To represent that I had chosen a traditional vietnamese garment from my culture and to represent

me on my own I had chosen my pair of Dr. Martens that I always wear. The other two pieces of jewelry were added to go along with

the shoes and garment. The earrings for the shoes and the necklace for the garment.What has inspired me to create this piece is

lately I have been wanting to incorporate some pieces of asian culture into my work, but the inspiration for this piece didn’t come

until I pulled out the traditional garment from my closet and the idea just came to me. Two contemporary artists I have looked at

during this project are Ana Valdez and Pedro Pedro. My instructor had actually shown us a work from Pedro Pedro as an example. I

didn’t specifically take much from either of them, however, they both still do. I had looked at their works for inspiration at the

beginning of the project before I had decided on mine. The one aspect I did incorporate was how they both made their works fill their

canvas or page to make it seem busy or full.
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